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ABSTRACT
String models of unified interactions are elegant sets of Feynman
rules for the scattering of gravitons, gauge bosons, and a host of massive
excitations. The purpose of these lectures is to describe progress towards a
nonperlurbativc formulation of the theory. Such a formulation should make
the geometrical meaning of airing theory manifest and explain the many
"miracles" exhibited by the string Feynman rules. As yet only partial suc
cess has been achieved in realizing this goal. Most of the material presented
hen- already appears in the published literature but there are some new re
sults on gauge invariant observables, on the cosmological constant, and on
the symmetries of interacting string field theory.
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INTRODUCTION (WITH APOLOGIES TO E. A M B L E R ) "

A Frenchman named Chamfort, who should have known better, once said
that chance was a nickname for Providence.
It is one or those convenient, question begging aphorisms coined to dis
credit the unpleasant truth that etiance plays an important, if not predominant,
part in human affairs. Yet it was not entirely inexcusable. Chance does oc
casionally operate with a sort of fumbling coherence readily niistakable for the
workings of a self conscious Providence.
The history of the string model is an example of this. The fact that an S
matrix theorist like Vencziano " should discover the key to the quantum theory
or gravity by looking for solutions of hadronic linite energy sum rules is alone
•"•olesquc. Thai Wcss and Zuniino' should discover spacetirne supcrsymmetry by generalizing the two dimensional supersymmetry of the Ncveu-SchwarxRamond model, that Srhwarz and Green '' should spend years they could ill
afford probing into the shadowy structure of the superstring, that the theory
of Everything should bi- discovered because Harvey and Thierry-Mieg'" no
ticed an odd identity for Casimir operators . . . these facts are breathtaking in
their absurdity.
1
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Yet, when these events are seen side by side with the other facts in the
raso" it is difficult not t<> become lost in superstitious awe. Their very absurdity
seems to prohibit tin' use of the words "chance" and "coincidence". For the
sceptic there remains only one consolation: if there should be such a thing as
superhuman Law, it is administered with subhuman efficiency. The choice of
the dual model of liadrons as an instrument for revealing the suparstring to the
world could have been m;ide only by an idiot.
More than most physical theories then, the string model cries out for
an ahistorical presentation which starts from simple and deep physical principles
and derives the dual amplitudes in a logical manner. My attempt to present such
a description of string theories will be hampcied by the Tact t h a t a. true Theory
of Strings does not yet exist. 1 wiil therefore begin with a brief exposition of the
most coherent description of string theory now available; the covariant Feynman
rules for string perturbation theory. I will then describe the framework within
which all curreut attempts to deiivc tlwse rules MC kascd,* gauge invariant func
tional field theory (G1FFT) I am not at all sine that the ultimate description of
string theory will fall within this framework. Nonetheless, I believe that C I F F T
is a correct description of string theories which is based on conceptually simple
generalizations of things thai we know. Even if it turns out to be a bit clumsy
(as it seems at present) it appears to be the likeliest avenue of access to a more
satisfying description cf strings.
There has been an explosion or interest in string field theory this year. 1
have been unable to refer to every paper on the subject in the text. Reference -19
is a long (but probably still incomplete) list of papers on string field theory. The
approach to string lit'ld theory presented here is a combination of ideas developed
in collaboration with Michael Pcskin and Christian Preilsihopf and the elegant
formalism invented by Ed SVitten. I would like to thank them arid Dan Fricdan
and Emil Martinec for numerous convwrsations about string theory. Finally, I
would like to remind the reader that the initial development of covariant string
fluid theory was solely due to Warren Siegel (fcf. 18). His papers have been a
continuing source of inspiration for myself and my collaborators.
2.
STRINGY FEYNMAN RULES
1

In ordinary field theory, the perturbation expansion may be expressed in
terms of path integrals for a single spa-etime degree of freedom x^fr), which
propagates with the standard action of a relatlvistic particle. The propagation
may be visualized as taking place on a net in spacetime whose topological propertics depend on the field theory Lagrangi&n and the order of perturbation theory.
The endless series of possibilities for the topology of such a net is responsible for
the romplexity of higher order Feynman graphs and at ieast partially responsible
for the wide range of possible Lagrangians.
2
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If on the other hand wc consider a string propagating in space time we see
a very different picture. The string world sheet is a two dimensional manifold,
and the simple requirement that it he smooth considerably restricts its topology,
IF the manifold is to represent the propagation of a closed oriented string for
example, it is completely classified by giving the number of handles and the
number of boundaries (corresponding to incoming and outgoing strings). This
leads one to suspect t h a t a perturbation expansion of a theory of interacting
strings would have only one diagram in each order. This is indeed correct, though
as we shall see, these unique dual diagrams are related to ordinary Feyntnan
diagrams in a manner reminiscent of t h e relation between the latter and the
diagrams of old fashioned time ordered perturbation theory..
At the present time, the only complete derivation of the dual Feynman
rules which ] am about to present is in the so called light cone gauge. A theory
of interacting strings is constructed in infinite momentum frame Hamiltonian
formalism. The perturbation series for this Hamiltontan is worked o u t and then
one sees how to add up the various terms in a. given order to give a single dual
diagram. To he frank, a complete and rigorous derivation of the dual diagrams
has only been constructed (including such detaJls as numerical factors) through
one loop order. Lorcntz invariance becomes obvious only at the end of the calcu
lation, and other fabulous properties of string models such as duality and general
coordinate invariance, are not obvious at all. It is tempting to regard the infinite
momentum frame siring theory as a gauge fixed version of a beautiful action
which manifests all of these wondrous properties at a glance. In later chapters
we will review the attempts that have been made to realize this dream.
The string Feynman rules are written in terms of a conformally invariant
two dimensional field theory, which is also invariant under two dimensional gen
eral coordinate transformations. For the expansion around flat ten dimensional
space this field theory is given by a Lagrangian first written by Brink, DiV«chia,
H o w e , ' Deser and Zumino' and explored by Polyakov. "
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String S matrix elements art given in terms or expectation values of certain gen
erally coordinate invariant, conformally invariant operators (called vertex oper
ators} in this field theory. This gives us the tree level S matrix. As usual the
expectation values can be written as Euclidean functional integrals. The fields in
these functional integrals are defined on the plane, or equivalently, the Rietnann
sphere. L loop corrections to the amplitudes are given hy the same functional
integral on a surface with L handles. (These are the rules for closed oriented
strings. Open and non-orientable strings have slightly more complicated rules.)
3

In order to actually compute these: expectation values we have to choose a
gauge for two dimensional coordinate transibnnrt.ions and Weyl transformation;,
and introduce the corresponding Faddeev-l'opov ghosts. We also havo to make
sure that there are no anomalies in the classical invarittuces of the action. This
restricts the dimension of space time to be 26 for the bosonic string. If we arc
expanding around a. curved spac*; time, it also restricts the geometry to he such
t h a t the corresponding non-linear sigma model has vanishing beta function. It
has been argued
that this restriction is equivalent to the classical equations
of motion for the string field theory. We will derive the restriction to d = 2 6 in
another way below.
,*'
1

T h e ghosts for local confer trial invariance arc trivial, they nave no kinetic
energy. Those of two dimensional rcparametrizations have a Lagrangian
I - bd c + bd c ;
k
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•
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T h e total Lagrangian of the system is

L = -dz

\ bd c + brXc .

(3)

±

dz

It is invariant under the Decchi-ftouet-Stora-Tyuiin (URST) transformation:
St" =• ({cdiX* f cd x")
c

6b = i (cii b
r

+ cd h J 2<9 e6 t ^
t

r

y \

6c — t[cdic + cd c)
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6c - t{cd c
t

+ cdzc]

t>l= A cd b + cd b -f 2d cb -t- - ^ ^ ) .
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At the level of classical manipulations, the HRST transformation is nilpotenl.
However, this breaks down at the quantum level. The commutation relntions for
the conforms! gauge variables of the slrinp, are given by (we specialize to open
strings where b and c arc fixed in terms of b, c by the boundary condilionsj

;
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The vacuum state is defined by

«S|n) = *„|n)-« |n)=o;

n>o.

11

(6)

We will normal order all operator*) with respect to this state.
Formally, if T arc the generators of the residual gauge group of a gauge
theory:
d

[T ,T ] ~
a

fa'T

b

(7)

t

then the DRST generator is given by
a

k

Q = c (T + I Tj )

(8)

0

b

where T$ {s t Sib' -§p) are the generators of residual gauge tra-.-Formations
on the ghosts. Simple manipulations involving the Jarobi identity prove that
For the string the residual gauge transformations axe the conformal trans
formations generated by the Virasoro operators:

(9)
:

^ " / (S) *" ''

{ c d l b + 2{dlC)b)
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These operators have anomalous commutation laws
[ « . /.«! = («

3

m) LU

m

+ ~ (r* - n)*(m + n)
(10)

The operator i»J which appears in ((9)-(]D)) is not normal ordered with respect
to the vacuum. Rather, its ordering is chosen so that Lo,L-i,L\ generates an
SL(2) subalgebra of 'ha Virasoro algebra. For the Virasoro generators of the i*
variables, this requirement is equivalent to normal ordering with respect to the
Vacuum. In Other words, we normal order the Virasoro generators with respect
1

to an SL(2) invariant state (it is unique). The vacuum defined above is reUtcd
to this SL(2) invariant state by the action of e_j. It therefore satisfies

I") - c, |0>
(II)
(£o + i ) | n ) - o .
T h e anomalous commutation rules of the L and the necessity of normal ordering
the BRST charge, ruin the proof that Q - 0. These Jifficulties cancel when the
spacetime dimension, d, equals 26. Notice that it is at precisely this point t h a t
the full conformal generators L + l£ have no commutator anomaly. It can bo
proven in general (as long as the ghosts ate free fields) t h a t the BRST chaTgO IS
nilpotent if and only if the full commutator anomaly vanishes. "
K
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Given a nilpou-ut BRST charge, string Feynman rules are constructed in
the following way: we identify a sot of local vertex operators whose integrals
over the world sheet are BRST invariant. These are all dimension two confornml
fields. " If the spacetime background which defines the conform a! field, theory
wt: are studying has some isometrics, the vertex operators can be classified by
their transformation laws under the isometry group. In particular, if spacctimo
has some flat, Euclidean, dimensions, the vertex operators can be chosen to carry
fixed energy and momentum. Scattering amplitudes are then defined as the vac
uum expectation values of time ordered products of integrated vertex operators
in the two dimensional conformal field theory. Higher loop corrections are Cal
culated by expressing the expectation values as Euclidean functional integrals,
and then performing the same functional integral on world sheets of arbitrary
topology.
1
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In order to complete our description of the machinery necessary for con
structing these rules we must show how to compute expectation values in the
theory at hand. The space of states in ihe BRST invariant theory is a tensor
product with many factors. Of particular interest is the factor describing the
ghost zero modes. These are rermionic operators obcy'ng:
[bcii£a]> = ' •
The factor space in which they act is two dimensional. Define the state \\) by
*oll>-0.

(12)

Then the space is spanned by

11) ;

'oil) -

c

(13)

These states each have zero scalar product with themselves b u t their over
lap is one. The piece cf the vacuum (0) which is in the zero mode factor, is the
state IJ,}. Thus operators which have nonzero expectation value in this state
must carry precisely one factor of the zero mode CQ.
It should be emphasized that the general framework for string perturba
tion theory presented above is not tied to the fiat space backgrounds in which
string theory i5 traditionally presented. Arty representation of the Virasoro alge
bra with appropriate central charge can be the basis Tor a sensible string pertur
bation theory (actually there are further restrictions which appear only at one
loop). However since we do not yet know very much about the representations
of the conformal group associated with curved manifolds, practical calculations
arc restricted to generalized toroidal backgrounds.
Let us now introduce a useful operator: the ghost number g, by
9 = 5 3 ( 6 - c + c_ fc ) + | | c , 6 o |
n

B

n

n

0

g is antihermitian and takes the values —l/2 arid —3/2 respectively on the states
|fl) and |0}. The ghost number of any other state is determined by noting that
c[z) carries ghost number 1 and b(z), - 1 . It follows that [g,Q] = Q.
T h e basic equation of the first quantized string theory that we have de
scribed is QA «= 0. Obviously solutions are determined only u p to BR.ST exact
for/ns A = Qi. It it thus of interest to determine what t h e nontrivial BUST
invariant states look like. This has been determined by Kato and Ogawa.' ' A
more rigorous mathematical discussion has been given by Frenkel et. a l . " The
methods of these authors are extremely powerful and elegant and should be use
ful for further investigations of the subject. The results of both of these groups
are the following. The only nontrivial solutions of QA ~ 0 are states of ghost
number ± 1 / 2 and (bu' only for spaceLime momentum equal to zero) ± 3 / 2 . The
fact t h a t we get both signs of the ghost number has to do with the ambiguity in
the choice of the vacuum for the ghost zero mode. We resolve the ambiguity by
choosing physical stales to have ghost number -1/2. The general solution of the
QRST equation ••• ilh ghost number - 1 / 2 is
11

11

/4 = * ® f l

(H)

where P is the ghost vacuum annihilated by bo and * is =i physical state:
L^

- 0,

n

> 0;

[L> - 1 ) * =. 0
0

(15)

Note that the minus one in this equation is determined in the following way.
We define LQ for any conformal F.v-ld theory as the commutator of L-\ and 7vj
T

divided by two. This resolves the normal ordering ambiguity. One then finds
that La annihilates the vacuum in the x * sector while it has eigenvalue -1 on the
ghost vacuum, fl.
1

The nontrivial BRST cohomology with nonsero momentum thus consists
or states of ghost number -1/2 which arc in one to one correspondence with the
physical states of the dual resonance model. T h e ghost n u m h e r - 3 / 2 cohomology
is one dimensional and consists of the state which is invariant under the SL(2)
subgroup or the conformal group.
This ends O\JI brief survey of s u i n g Fcynman rules. In the next chapter
we will exploit the technology that we have described here to construct a gauge
invariant, free string field theory.
3.

FIELD THEORY OF OPEN B 0 S 0 N 1 C STRINGS

The basic equation of the first quantised string theory thai wc described
in the previous section is the BRST equation
QA = 0 .

(16)

T h e program of string field theory is to derive this* equation as the equation of
motion of a functional action S\A] Since the solutions of (16) are determined
only up to a BRST exact furm, 6A - Q ( the action we will write down has
a natural gauge irvariance. One may wonder why a similar gauge invariance
does not arise in the transition from the rclativistic p a r t i r k action to the KleinGordon equation. In fact it does, " but the gauge transformations an* trivial.
T h e usual scalar field is a fiauge invariant field strength, and since it has a local
action, there is no need to keep the gauge structure.
t

The equation Q = 0 does not completely determine the class of allowable
string states. Physical states of the string are BRST invariant equivalence classes
with ghost number - 1 / 2 . Gcnerically they take the form
*@n

/ , „ * - - (Z,o - I ) * ' 0;

N>0

though there are still some stales of the form Qi within lliis class.
of the form (A\Q\A) will obviously hai'e QA ~ fl as its equation
Furthermore, this action will he nonzero only if the ghu»t number of
Thus we make the natural assumption that: The classical fields of
theory are the states of the. first quantized string with ghont number
action is then
{A\Q A)
which is nonvanishing.
H

(17)
An action
of motion.
A is - 1 / 2 .
string field
I '2. Tin(1«)

As promised, this action lias the gauge invariance 6A = Qi, where >
is a general slate with ghost number -3/2. To understand the content of this
invariance we expand A, <, and the action as:

A

J <PT{4[X)

*

j d x\b

ioPMx)

t 6-!€*,€(*) t . . . } | n , i >
i

d

,A(i)|n,x) I . - - } ; i * | a x )

^ C I ( J V * * I ^ [c

A<i(r)

0

&Ar(x)

- <? A(J:)

A£(x) -

S

a

P M

ifcj f ..-) + •••

(3.4)«

(3.4)6
M

\pH{i)

2

\ f <t>(p

"J

-x"ll!,*>;

2)* + J / »*!>% "I ! / £ ^ «' / O ^ P

y <%* - 2)* - I 1(^/4,, - d„yl^)»

(19)c

Note that the scalar lield <i> is a tachyon and is gauge invariant (remember our
comment about the relativists particle and the Klein-Gordon equation). The
siring gauge invariancc reduces to ordinary Maxwell gauge invariance Tor Hie
masslcss vector field. At higher levels we find massive spinning fields described
by Stuecklebcrgian' '' gaug« invariant LagTangians. Siegel and Zweibach"" have
conjectured thai these Lagrangians can all be obtained by dimensionally reduci11]_• massless Spinning Lagrangians in one higher dimension. They have carried
out the expansion, of the string action through particles of spin five. These ex
plicit computations depend of course on the detailed structure of the Lagrangian
describing single string propagation in flat space lime. It should be emphasized
that nothing, else that we wall say in Itasc lectures depends on these details.
1

1
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Rather, it involves only the structure of the Virasoro algebra and its supcrconformal generalizations. Thus most of our discussion is applicable to the descrip
tion of small string fluctuations about all arbitrary background space lime whose
associated sigma mode] is conformally invariant. As mentioned in the previous
section, these are the classical solutions of string theory. '
1 1

H i s important to point out that the classical gauge invariants of the string
action depended on the fact that the BRST charge is nilpotent, which is only true
in 2G dimensions. Classical string theory is not a gauge invariant system in any
other dimension. There, arc probably further violations of string gauge invariancc
in string loop amplitudes. Eliminating them further restricts the structure of the
theory. (There is a good argument, which 1 will not reproduce here, that all such
anomalies vanish if the integrands of the loop amplitudes are invariant under
modular transformations)
Wn now have a gauge invariant action which obviously reproduces the
correct kinematics for the low lying levels of the string. In order to see that il
gives a complete description of the string spectrum we must somehow fix the
gaugo and show that the quantum mechanics of our system is equivalent to the
light cone functional field theory or strings invented by Kaku and Kikkawa. '
1st order to show this vvc wiU first gauge tix our action to the tovarmTit gauge
discovered by Siegei. " Then we will use an argument of Parisi and Sourlas""
tD show that Siegcl ;> formalism is equivalent to that of Kaku arid Kikkawa. A
direct derivation of 'he descent to the light cone gauge can be found in Ref. 20.
|1T
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The gauge fixing condition for Siegel's gauge is simply boA — 0. It is easy
to see that it is always possible to choose the gauge parameter < so that this
equation is satisfied. Just expand the DRST operator in powers of the ghost zero
modes:
Q - c K 4 d 4 6 - 26
0

0 v

•

(20)

Explicit expressions far the coefficients of <o and 6» are-.

+ £ : OSQ", : + Y. ' n 6 " c -

K-W

:

[21)

v E

:

nc

Nilpotency of Q implies:
'

d'
K, 6
v.

d

=.0

V
.

0

db v bd = 2K

10

v

<P - i

1

^ 0 .

(22)

We can also <?xpand the state A and the gauge parameter t as:

The gauge transformations are then:
A * = [d+6)(a-2

$ e,
(24)

A x = h'i

0

-{d + 6)ci .

It is clear t h a t as long as the operator K is invertible we can use to to eliminate
X. This is similar to the elimination of the longitudinal components of the vector
potential in Landau gauge electrodynamics. There is no more ofT shell gauge
mvaria.Tice. Transformations which preserve the condition (>oA = 0 do not effect
the $ component, except for states with K — 0.
The Faddeev-Popov determinant for this gauge fixing condition is the
determinant of the operator boQ, which is then the operator which appears in
the Faddeev Popov ghost action. Since Q — 0, this operator is singular and the
ghost action has its own gauge in variance A C = QE, with E an arbitrary state
of ghost number —5/2. There is no similar gauge in variance for the antighost
field. T h e operator to project:, out the piece of the antighost field (which is a
slate ol ghost number 1/2) that docs not contain the operator c°, but since this
projection is completely nondynamical, we do not have to include a FaddcevPopov determinant to compensate for it. T h e ghost system thus bears some
resemblance to that encountered in the theory of p-form gauge fields
(there
arc ghosts for ghosts) but is somewhat simpler (there are no hidden ghosts "
and the ghost counting is trivial). Baulieu and O u v r y " have shown how to
introduce extra auxiliary fields to make the analogy with p form gauge fields
exact. It is not clear that this is useful For studying the interacting theory.
2
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It is clear that we can gauge fix the ghost system with the same gauge
condition that we employed for the classical fields. The ghosts of ghosts will be
bosons, their action is gauge invariant under a transformation identical to that
of the classical held and t h i ghost (except t h a t the gauge parameter has ghost
number —7/2) and the procedure obviously continues indefinitely. The upshot of
ail or this is thai our gauge fixed system consists of all slates of the Hilbcrt space
of siring fields and ghosts which are annihilated by the antighusl zero mode. The
only piece of the BUST charge which has non-zero matrix elements be'.wecn such
stales is the term proportional to K. Our gauge fixed action thus has the form

(*koW ; M * ) - o
which is the action originally proposed by Siegel.
n

(25)

Wc next want to &how that Siegel's action is equivalent to the light com:
gauge action of Kaku and Kikkawa. It is important to remember that the expan
sion coefficients of odd numbers of two dimensional ghost fields in the functional
fi«!d «&(x,6,c) arc CraKsmann variables since they are odd order ghosts in the
spacetimc sense. This rule can be easily remembered, for it is simply the re
quirement that the functional field have fixed statistics. This is a remarkable
connection between spacelitne and world sheet statistics. We will see more of it
when wc deal with the supcrstring.
Let us assume t h a t wc car* choos« the conformal field theory which defines
our "matter" representation of the Virasoro algebra so t h a t it is a free field
theory in two space time dimensions (the two light cone directions) plus an
operator Ky which only refers to the transverse dimensions. If wc think of I,o
as the Hamiltonian of a nonlinear sigma model, wc are taking the Ltickgrountl
spacetimc metric to be in light cone gaugt;. The string field theory action now
takes the form

(+|eo(i!p P-] + /'S*
(

l + : 5 > > „: • K ,]U\

tar,)

Since
l«»ni"ml

(27)

«<*(« ' '")

we can write this as; («„ :-= Q ^ )

i

p

(*i4 " -

),i,fi,+

i

:,,

V"(' '^-" ^-)]i*}

(28)

which has an obvious (I'arisi Sourlas) supersyirimctry connecting a., and c„. Now
consider an arbitrary "String Green's Function", of functional fields which do nol
depend on the ghosts or thr longitudinal oscillators
tS

Jd4>e W<l>(p\,p'

k

t

,p\,T\{n))---4>U>\,p .,> rU»))

•

(2«)

Clearly, this will have the same value as the Kaku-Kikkawa Cro'ii's function:

s

1

/ rf**- ** ' * ' * ( p i , P . P \ ,A («)) • • • *(;»*,P* - v •. A (»))

n

2

Ol-l(K, i p ) r *dot (Hi

l £ t . (ft* ^

+ C £ - \ + pA
n

.

(31)

Note that integration over the Sicgttl gauge functional fii:lc)s gives a superdelcrininanl because the coefficients of odd numbers of ghost coordinates have Fermi
statistics. The superdetermina.nl »» given by:

'XI

o

"

(32)

2

det[/f j. + p )
and the equivalence with the Kaku Kikkawa formalism is proven.
So there we have it. Free string theory is a gauge invariant functional
Held theory and the appearance of gauge bosons and gravitons is no longer a
mystery. As in any gauge theory, it is interesting Lo enquire about the gauge
invariant observablcs or the theory. This is particularly true for string theories,
where at present the only sensible quantity one can compute is the S-matrix - an
unacceptable situation. Indeed, most of the massive states of the string model
arc unstable, and their S-matrix is meaningless (they have widths of order the
Planck mass), Among the masslcss states, only neutral ones like the graviton
have an S-matrix which is free of infrared divergences. In Yang-Mills theory,
the S-matrix of physical states is derived from gauge invariant Green's functions.
Are there analogs or such Green's functions in string theory?
The equation of motion QA — 0 is a staiament of the vanishing of the
iield strength of our string one form. Let us try to construct a general gauge
invariant linear functional of A. U has the form < G\A > and is non-zero only if
G has ghost number 1/2. It is gauge invariant only if G is BRST invariant. If C
is 1JRST exact, then < G\A > vanishes when A satisfies the equations of motion.
On the other hand we have seen that the only BRST invariant quantities which
are not exact are on shell states which satisfy K\G >— 0. This would seem to
lead to the disappointing conclusion that the only gauge invariant quantities in
13

string theory are on shell. Uefor« despairing however, let us compute the two
point functions of < G\A > for some simple G's. We will compute in the Siegel
gauge and so we might as well take G\ which are proportional to Co. BRST
invariants then implies
(rf 1 6)G ^ C

0

[33)

Simple solutions of this are;
G -- c

0

/VxJf»in,x)
(34)
J

G - / < i * . y x ) c o a ' : |fl,*} -,3"^ = 0 .
)

The two point function or < G'|,A > computed in the Siogel gauge is (G j j£ \G).
For the first example, this just gives the two point function of the scalar tachyon
field while for the second (ir we write J** = **"'**3 ,A/A ) we get the two point
function of the Maxwell field strength tensor. Thus our argument that gauge
invariant off shell quantities vanish Was fallacious. It is analogous to the claim
thai the ofT shell Green's function of a scalar fluid vanishes because any off shell
source can be written as the Klein-Gordon operator acting on some other func
tion. It will be a major challenge to generalize these gauge invariant quantities
to the intcracliiig-lhcory that we will discuss in the last IcrUirc,
k

i

4.

OPKN SUPERSTRINGS
In the previous section we constructed an elegant gauge invariant action
for bosonic open string theory. The basic objects from which the action was
built were differential forms on the Virasoro group, otherwise known as FaddocvPopov Ghosts for reparametrizations. In order to repeat our performance for
the supcrstr'mg we will have to understand the corresponding ghosts for superreparametrizations. Lack of time (and its conjugate variable, energy) force me
to forgo a detailed discussion of the repararnetrization invariant Lngrangian far
the first quantized spinning siring, its gauge fixing in the suporconform&l gauge
and the derivation of the corresponding HItST formalism. 1 will mfcr you to the
excellent discussions of these points in the existing literature"* Thus, as in the
case of the bosonic string, I will begin by writing down the Algebra of residual
gauge transformations in the supcrconformal gauge:
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T h e dotted indices take on integer values in the so called Ramond sector, and
half integer values in the Neveu-Schwarz sector. These sectors arise because the
fcrmioil fields V^ of the spinning string can satisfy two difierent sorts of boundary
conditions on the world sheet. Both sectors are needed in order to construct a
unitary string theory. The supereonformal generators Fj, (in the Ncveu Schwarz
sector they are visually denoted G) are built o u t of odd numbers of fermion fields
and so carry integer or half integer values of La depending on the nioding of the
fermions. The ground state energy [Lo) is zero in the Ramond sector and ~ l / 2
in the Neveu-Schwarz sector, when we take the ghosts into account.
We introduce the usual ghosts b and c for the Virasoro generators and
corresponding superghosts ^ and fa - - J ^ r - The ghost fields are 7(2) --•
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£ z J """J*, and /?(z) = ^ * ~ i ^ . Since we are dealing with a superalgebra,
the superghosts arc commuting variables. The commutation relations between
ordinary and superghosts are a matter of convention which can be changed by a
Klein transformation. In
we chose them to anticommute so that they mimic
the properties of superdtfferential forms. However, it appears t o be more conve
nient to follow the main body of literature on the subject and have superghosts
and ghosts commute like ordinary fernti and bose fields.
There are many inequivalent representations of the superghost commuta
tion relations. This is true for all Bose systems, but usually a positive definite
Iia.milton.ian picks a unique rej. Mentation based on its ground state. The su
per ghoat Lagrangian is however first order and no such principle applies. Indeed,
the inequivalent representations are essential for understanding the tovariant
fermion vertex operator and supcrsymmetry. " We define the qth Dose sea vac
uum by
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q is integer in the Neveu-Schwarz sector and half integer in the Ramond sector,
if we represent the states of the superghost system as functions of the •?„, the
QOBC sea vacua are given by:
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It is easy t o see from this representation that we cannot transform one Dose sea
vacuum into another by acting with polynomials in (i and 7. In a moment we
will construct operators that do this job.

is
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We will define the scalar product in the superghost state spare in such a
way that /?* = — fl'_ and 7* — 7 ^ . Using these hcrmiticity properties and the
commutation relations, it is easy to show t h a t
h

(P!f> = *(p+ff r - 2 ) .

(38)

All other scalar products can be obtained from this one by using the commutation
relations. Finally, we define the superghost number by
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Note that it is an antihermttian operator.
Supcrghost number is the integral of a conserved world sheet current
9F^
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We would like to use this current to obtain another representation of the su
perghost Hilbert space analogous to the bosonizalion of fermions.' " Thus we
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introduce a scalar field <j>(z) — / j ( * ' ) The operator product expansions of
the superghost energy momentum tensor with itself and the superghost number
current arc -
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To reproduce the first of these we must, write
T(z).-:

| j % ~ H ^j[z)

:

(12)

but then the c-mimbcr in the second OPE comes out 13 instead of 1 J. This indi
cates t h a t "bosonization" does not work in a naive manner. Another indication
of this comes wlwn we try U> write the /} and 7 fields as expc-neniialK or <p. The
exponentials are fermions rather than boson*.
In rcf. "26, both of these problems are solved by introducing a free fermlori
system whose c number anomaly is ^ 2 . The fields arc called £ and T; and they
have dimensions 0 and 1 respectively. The energy momentum tensor is

to

T<v = ~vd*Z
and
(11)

Fields with the properties of p and •> are constructed as
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The conserved ( - v charge is
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It takes the value -1/2 on the vacuum state defined by
j/„ |n) = 0 a > 0

f» |n> = o

(47)

n > o.

The qlh Bose sea vacuum is related to this state by
(is)

Q
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Finally, by combining the superghost number gF with the £ — q charge we get a
quantity £ = gjr + 0(„ which commutes with /3 and ->. B is thus the label for
the incquivalent Bose sea Hilbert spaces: the qth sea has B = g -+ J-.
The DRST charge for the spinning string is constructed in the same way
as that of the besonic string:
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Q - 0 If the spacotime dimension is 10.
We would now like to build a spinning string field theory action in terms
of the DRST charge. We must first choose the quantum numbers of physical
states, the ghost number and Bosc sea charge. In the bosonic case there was a
unique non-trivial cohomology of the BRST operator with ghost number -1/2.
Here this is no longer true because of the occurrence of Bose seas. We will
make the conventional choke of Neveu Schwarz sector as the q= ~l Bose sea.
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The vacuum state in this sector has total ghost number (ghost + eupergliost
number) -1/2 and nose sea char2e -1/2 33 well. We will restrict all classical
Neveu-Schwarta string Helds co have these quantum numbers. We do not make a
separate restriction on ghost and super ghost number because the BUST charge
does not have a homogeneous transformation, law under these symmetries.
It is now clear that an expression like (^|<5|J4) must vanish. It has zero
ghost number (Q has ghost number 1} but Bosc sea charge -1. Clearly we must
find an operator with ghost number zero and Bose sea charge 1 to Insert in the
action. To f°e what is going on Itl us examine the zero mode subs pace of the
£ - 17 UUbert space. It is isomorphic to the zero mode subspace of the bosonic
ghosts, tjo annihilates the vacuum, the vacuum expectation value of 1 is 0, and
the vacuum expectation value of ft is 1. Clearly, then, the expectation, value of
Q vanished above because Q (which is built from fi and *>) contains no ft. ft '
just the operator with B = 1 and g — 0 that w* needed above. We thus write
the action for the Ncveu-Schwarz model as
a

{A\(aQ\A)

(50)

If we restrict the A field by i} A ~ 0, this is gauge invariant under A -* A -f Qt.
To prove this wc have to compute the anticommutatorof Q with ft. This comes
only from the terms proportional to 170 in Q and has no term proportional to ft.
Thus if we restrict A to be annihilated by t) (which anticomniutes with Q) the
anticommutatcr has zero expectation value and the action is gauge invariant,
0

0

Let us now expand the I3RST charge in ghost zero modes, just as we did
for the bosonic string:
C? = eoK + d + fi-2fro v

(51)

We have used the same names for the expansion coefficients here, not because
they are the same operators that we encountered for the bosonic string, but
because they have the same properties. Indeed, the hermiticity properties and
commutation relations of these operators are determined by the nilpotence and
hermiticity of Q and by the properties of the aero ./odes.
Given this decomposition of Q we can now proceed to gauge fix the Neveu
Schwarz string field theory by following exactly the manipulations we used for
the bosonic string. Siegel gauge fixing is thus trivially carried out. When wt
attempt to fix the light cone gauge, two complications arise. First, we must
decompose the ferraionic partners of the string coordinates into transverse and
longitudinal components. This is easily done. More importantly, we must discuss
the statistics of the various space time Gelds that appear in our action. In the case
of the bosonic string we recognized a remarkable correlation between space time
and world sheet statistics. Coefficients of ferniionic world sheet fields obeyed
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fcrmi statistics in space time. If we insist OD retaining this principle for the
spinning string we come to a remarkable conclusion; half of the fields in the
model must be thrown out if we wish to preserve the spin statistics connection
for space-time fields. All of the fields in the Neveu Schwarz model carry integer
spin. Consider however, the classical sector with Q = B = -1/2. Since the V* are
anticomnnitiog, half of these fields will be fermions, and should be omitted from
the action. Which half are fennions depends on the overall statistics we choose
for the string field A. The quadratic form (A|£aQ|J) is antisymmetric since
(&<2)* — 9 & ~Q(m + {Q, &} and the anticomtnutator has zero expectation
value. Thus A must be an anticommutiagvariable in aider tc get non-zero action.
Schwinger " invented a similar argument for Majorana spinora many years ago.
If A is a fermion, then we must throw away all coefficients of even powers of ->f
if we do not wish to violate the spin statistics theorem. This is precisely the
GSO projection!
=

1

5

One may abject that such a classical argument should not be able to
discriminate between bosons and fermions. Indeed, Schwinger's argument can
be circumvented at the classical level by introducing extra degrees of freedom. "
A quantum mechanical calculation is necessary to show that this leads to a
violation of unitarity. It is not at a]] clear how the present argument is related to
those based on modular invariaace " or world sheet locality'"' which also show
the necessity of the GSO projection for the spinning string. Note that we have
not shown the necessity of including the Ramond sector in the action. We only
show that the NS sector must be projected (we will show the same thing for the
Ramond sector below). This ends our discussion of the Neveu-Schwarz sector of
the spinning string.
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The Ramond sector of the spinning string has created a lot of confusion
in the literature on string field theory. Many papers " have been written about
it, not all of which are correct. Several groups " found an action which could be
gauge fixed to the correct set of Light cone degrees of freedom, hut the connection
of this action to the BRST charge remained obscure. Yamion " found an action
based on the BRST charge which can be partially gauge fixed to give the action
of Rcf. 32. * Finally, an elegant form of the Ramond action which generalizes
easily to the inUracting case, was found by Witten.'" We will describe Witten's
action and show how it is related to that of Ref. 32. The reader is asked to
consult the literature for a discussion of how to gauge fix the action to light cone
gauge. The &augefixingis a simple generalization of what we have already done.
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There are two obvious problems with any simple minded attempt to gen
eralize whbt we have done to the case of Ramond superatringS- First of all the
coefficient of £•> in the BRST charge, which gives the diagonal term of the bosonic
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string action, is a second Order differential operator. This is appropriate for a
bosonic action but not for a fenmonfc one. The second problem has to do with
ghost number. The simplest Bose sea for the Ramond sector is 9 *= - 1/2. The
vacuum state in thia sector has vanishing ghost number and Bose sea charge. We
take all classical Ramond fields to have these quantum numbers.
As in the Neveu Schwarz sector we. see that the BRST charge has the
wrong quantum numbers to give a nonvantshing action. Anticipating a necessary
Factor of (0
write
w

c
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where Y must have H - -1 = g. We have used Wittcn's conventions for the
space time Dirac algcora. Henceforth we drop the factor (0 to simplify the
notation. The action will be gauge invariant if [Q,Y\ — 0. The authors of Rcfs.
26 have found a BEST invariant local operator with g = B = — 1. They call it
the "inverse" picture changing operator, WHten has shown that it can be written
as

r=[A,.(|)e-*w»].

(»)

Let »s now expand Q and * fis
Q = c K + J + hM
0

* = *o + c *i
0

Q * = c (K*o - ^ * i ) + J*t> •+ W*i .
0

From these formula it is easy to prove that *o can be gauge transformed
to be annihilated by At and that the required gauge fixing is algebraic and docs
not produce a Faddeev-Popov determinant. Furthermore the * i field equation
20
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is also algebraic (4*1 is an auxiliary field) so we can use it to simplify the action.
The elimination of * i and the gauge condition MVo — 0 reduce the
number of fields in Witten's action to the number employed in ref. 32. The
gauge condition has two linearly independent functions of i o in its solution.
Therefore the field content is equivalent to two functions of the nonzero modes
of the ghos'-* and supcrghosts. We will combine these two functions into a single
state by introducing ferraionic operators b and c with an algebra isomorphic to
that of the reparametrization ghost zero modes. It should be emphasized that
they have no conceptual connection with the ghost zeio modes.The two states
represent the two independent solutions of the gauge conditions.
T h e proof that Wiltsn's action TOT these two fields reduces to the one we
will present has not appeared in the literature. We use the new fermion o p e r a t e s
b and c to define a nilpotent operator Q
Q--^cF + d + 6 + b[F,ll}+
We make the convention that b and c commute with all the other operators in the
problem, d and L arc the DUST charges for the positive and negative frequency
parts of the Ramond algebra. Nilpotence of Q then follow from the fact that
F anticommutes with d and 6 and that [d + 6) = F[F, Dou.'tiarrow} +. Both of
these are consequences of nilpotence of the full DItST charge.
2

From this point onwards, the algebra involved in gauge fixing the action
to the light cone gauge is a straightforward generalization of that which we did in
the Neveu-Schwar? sector. A notable feature of the covariant gauge fixing in this
sector is t h a t the complications usually associated with Nielsen-Kallosh ghosts
for high spin fcrmionic gauge fields arc completely bypassed. The discussion of
spin and statistics parallels that in the Neveu-Sehwarz sector. Since Q and Y
commute, the * field must still be anticommuting, but now, sinco the coefficient
fields carry half integer spin, we must project out states with odd numbers of
fcrmion operators. Again this coincides with the proper GSO projection. We
therefore have a completely sensible picture of the free superstring in terms of
gauge invariant functional field theory. Witten has extended this formalism to
the interacting open supcrstring.
5.

CLOSED STRINGS

It is easy to be fooled intu thinking that the field theory of closed strings
is 3 trivial generalization of that for open strings. T h e Hilbcrt space of the closed
bosonic stri^? h the direct product of two open string spaces (corresponding tt>
21

left and right moving modes), except for the zero mode of the s^ field. There
are two copies of the Virasoro algebra and a BRST charge <? -" Q t + QR for
the whole system. The non-trivial cohomology of the BRST charge is given by
physical states of the form

I*)«|n)
where [fl) is the ghost vucuum and:
£ „ | * ) = Z | * ) = 0;
n

{L + L ~2)
0

0

n>0

|*> -, [Lo - La) |*) = 0

Theac slates have total (left moving plus right moving) ghost number equal to —1.
If we try to make a field theory action that reproduces these equations
by using trie BRST charge in the action we find that the ghost number does not
add up correctly and the naive action is zero. The obvious cure is to insert an
operator of ghost number one in the action, in analogy with what we did for
the Nevcu Schwarz superatring. This has been done for example by LyMten and
Raby. " However, it gives a gauge invariant action only if the string functional is
subjected to the a priori constraint (LQ - LQ) \A) — 0. Thifs one of the Virasoro
conditions must be imposed as an off shell constraint rather than an equation
of motion or a. gauge condition. The resulting formalism can be described in a
subspace of the closed string Hilbert space in which one of the zero modes of the
ghost is discarded, and the states are subjected to the above constraint. If c is
the remaining zero mode, the operator; (barred and unbarred quantities refer to
left and right movers respectively)
0

d

Q = co (^-J-^-) + * d + J + S + MV+v")
is nitpotcnt snd can be used to Form the gauge invariant action f/1|(5)/4V The
gauge invariance of this action includes linearized general coordinate transforma
tions. Gauge fixing proceeds in precisely the same manner as it did for the open
string (the algebra is completely identical in the constrained subspace) and we
obtain the Kalfu-Kikkawa. light cone action for closed strings. Note that in this
action the field is also constrained to be annihilated by LQ - LQ.
Although one of the Virasoro conditions is being treated in » vciy different
manner from the others, thert; is no apparent inconsistency in the action we have
written. Indeed n the light cone gauge one can write an interacting action with
fields which satisfy the constraint. This action is the basis for the only manifestly
unitary calculations of string scattering amplitudes and as far as one knows
;
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gives results in agreement with the world sheet path integral. Nonetheless I fed
a. bit uneasy with the present formulation of the theory and I have the feeling
that we have to do a lot more to truly understand the closed string. I will present
two more pieces of evidence that something is wrong.
The first has to do with superstrings. A closed spinning type II string has
four sectors, corresponding to the choice of Ramond or Neveu-Schwarz boundary
conditions for left movers and right movers separately. The heterotic string has
two sectors, the left movers can be described by a compactificd bosonic string
while the right movers are either the NS or R sectors of the spinning string. When
describing Ramond sectors, we will use the formalism of Ref. 25 in which all zero
modes of the superghosts are discarded. Dy throwing away one of the bosonic
gitCSt zero modes as well, we can in every case except the Ramond-Ramond
sector, construct a modified BUST operator which is nilpotent in the subspacti
of states wild equal left moving and right moving energy. For the NS-NS secto*
or the type II string or the NS sector of the hetcrotic string, this operator has the
same form as the one we constructed for the closed bosonic string. The d's and
6's must be reinterpreted to stand for BRST generators of the NS algebra, but
their algebra remains the same, In the NS-R sectors of type II, or the R sector
of the hctcrotic string we write;
Np

Q = c f + (-l) (d+
0

6 + d + 6) - M F 4 + l | F + F | + ilF) .

This operator is again nilpotcnt in the subspace of states with equal left and
right moving energy,
In the Ramond-Ramond sector this analogy breaks down. It is tempting
to write down a straightforward generalization of what has gone before, gluing
together two Ramond open strings. A gauge invariant action can be constructed
in this manner - but it has the wrong spectrum! Knowledgeable readers will
be reminded of a well known difficulty with the field theory formulation of the
massless Level of th« type IIB string. This sector contains a mass I ess particle
which can be described by » rank fc'ir antisymmetric tensor gauge field. The
field equation for this gauge potential is the self duality of its (rank five) field
strength. This is the ten dimensional analog of a right moving scalar field in two
dimensions. No one has ever found a covariant bilinear lagrangian formulation
of this system. If one simply introduces c Lagrange multiplier field, one doubles
the number of degrees of freedom. This id precisely what oixurs for the :ovariant
action of the Ramond-Ramond sectoi described abeve. Tor both type 1 &nd type
IE systems it gives twice the correct number of degrees of freedom.
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The only way that we havt found to resolve this problem is extremely
ugly. We write an action with no spacctime derivatives in its diagonal twins:
s -

(B\Q\B)
(56)

Q = e° + {«( + i n rfi S j - o o C W ) + F{?MJ}) ,
Q is mlpotent in the space of states satisfying;
(F

F)\\)Q

(57)

so the action is gauge invariant. In (57) F and F are the world sheet super*
symmetry generators for left and right movers. Unfortunately, this constraint is
dynamical, unlike the K = K constraint wc havu encountered in ot)u:r sectors,
This is a consequence of the fact that the left moving tind right moving fcrmlons
'ji ' havi independent zero modes.
1

In effect, a dynamical constraint is an equation of motion that docs not
fallow from the Lagnmgian. To get a sensible system which v« can quantize,
we must solve the constraint. This should be done without inverting any time
derivatives, otherwise the resulting action will bo non-local in time. The only
simple way we have found to solve the constraint is to use light conr ;'. ordlnates.
The action can be gauge fixed to the light cone gauge by arguments exactly
analogous to those already presented. The rt.suIt is
S-\trBT±-^D

(«)

where B is an 0(1=) Ui^plnor. This is the correct light cone gauge I.agrangian for
this sector and contains (after CSO projection) the correct spectrum of sti.tes.
This treatment of the Ramcnd-Itamond sector of the type II superstrings
is a major disaster. It is not a manifestly covariant formulation of the theory.
One gets the feeling [aa one already did for the closed bosoiuc string) that we
are leaving out some gauge invariance but the precise nature of the missing
ingredients is unclear.
A further indication that something is wrong cornea from the calculation of
the one loop "cosmologlcal constant* in string field theory, Wo will describe this
computation below and find that our computation iiUrgrccs with that done by
Pokhinski in the world sheet path integral formalism " One should emphasize
that the "ccsmolo»ical constant", defined ae thv logarithm of the string field
theory vacuum amplitude is net necessarily a physical object in string theory.
1
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At present the only fully gauge invariant objects that wc know are scattering
amplitudes. In light cone string field theory, one can calculate one loop scattering
amplitudes which "contain" th* cosmological constant (as the coefficient of the
dilaton tadpole) and find an answer -.vhich agrees with Polchinski's. However
when one calculates the vacuum amplitude in the light cone field theory one gets
the result wc will present below. Thus it is not clear whether we should worry
aha tit the disagreement.
In any Tree field theory, the logarithm of the vacuum amplitude is the
trace of the log of the kinetic operator K. For open strings this gives:
oo

sTrtnK

oo

= / — sTrvxp(~tK)

= f

a

—Trcxp(~tK )
±

o

In the second equality, K± is the Kaku-Kikkawalight cone kinetic energy which
we obtained by the Parisi-Sourlas trick. This expression coincides with that
derived from the world sheet formalism, t represents the modulus (ratio of cir
cumference to length) of the world cylinder, and it is integrated over the correct
domain.
An analogous calculation for closed strings gives
oo Sir

/ /

~ cMTVexp {~t{K

+ 7 ? ) + iO(K

L

x

±

-

K ))
±

o o

The 6 integral imposes the constraint that left moving and right moving energies
match. It is easy to see that this result is simply the sum of the one loop
vacuum energies of all of the physical particle states contained in the closed
string. Polchinski has shewn that this is the same, up to an infinite factor, as
the vacuum bubble given by the world sheet path integral. The [t,9) integration
region is a strip of width 2JT in the upper half plane. Polchinski shows that the
integrand is invariant under modular transformations of the integration region.
Thus, our result is the integral over a fundamental region or the modular group
(which is the world sheet result) times the infinite order of that group. I have been
unable to motivate dropping this infinite factor on the basis of the rules for the
closed string field theory that wc have formulated. It cannot be a consequence of
some additional discrete gauge invariance of the string field which is not fixed by
Siegel's condition. This would lead to an infinite factor multiplying the vacuum
amplitude, while we have an infinite factor in the log of the vacuum amplitude.
] do not know if this annoying discrepancy is a red herring or a profound clue to
the construction of a correct closed string field theory.
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6.

INTERACTING STRINGS

Several proposals have appeared in the literature for generalizing the
gauge invariant free string actions that we have discussed to include interac
tions. Peter West has described the Siegel-CERN- Kyoto " approach to this
problem in his lectures at this school. I will describe the elegant approach in
vented by E. Witlen. A gauge invariant string field theory action should satisfy
at least three criteria. It should generalize uan-abeUan gauge invariance (and {in
closed strings, general coordinate invariance) in an interesting way, and provide
an explanation for the ubiquitous occurrence of gaugp bosons and gravitons in
string theory. It should provide a simple derivation of the elegant dual Feynman
rules, and it shnuld be simple enough to allow us to understand non-perturbative
effects in string theory, Wittcn'a action satisfies the first criterion, a t least for
open string theories. It does not appear lo satisfy the snrond. The third, which
is obviously the most important, may or may not be satisfied. It is too early to
tell.
1

1

1

1

The starting point or Wittcn's construction is the idea '" that string fields
are differential forms on the Virasoro group. More precisely, they are semi infinite
differential forms. In physicists language, an ordinary differential form on the
Virasoro group would be a functional of the chest field «(=). Alternatively, one
could describe it as a state built, on the empty Dirac sea of the ghosts. However,
it is clear that in order to have a sensible action of the Virasoro algebra on the
forms (in particular lo have finite eigenvalues of Lo) we must fill the Dirac sea.
Thus in effect, all forms with finite La have in finite rank. As usual it is convenient
to introduce a new concept of rank that measures the difference or the rank or a
form from the rank of the "vacuum* form (the till Dirac sea). This is essentially
the ghost r.ytnber. In this language, the DRST charge Q is the exterior derivative
on forms.
Our free action lor string forms was a bilinear in the form A and its field
strength or exterior derivative QA. Readers with the right kind of background
will be immediately reminded of a Chcrn Simons form. Witten's formalism is a
fleshing out of this analogy. Firstly, wo clearly want to call A a one form. This
means that the rank of a form is given by its ghost number plus 3/2. T h e gauge
parameter is then a zero form. In order to construct a topological invariant such
as the Chern-Simons form, we have to find analogs of the wedge product and the
integral of a differential form. Let us call the analog of the wedge product of two
differential forms A and B
A* B .
It should take forms of rank n and m and multiply them together to give a form
of rank n + m. Thus A * B should have ghost number equal to gx + gn - 3/2.
The exterior derivative Q should be a graded derivation of wedge multiplication:
26

A

Q(A'IS) = QA*B +

{-) A*QB

Is thai formula (— 1)** is minus one if A Is afcrraof odd rank and plus one if the
rani of A is even.
The standard wedge product for forms turns the space of forms into a
Crasstnan algebra, However, from Yang-Mills theory, we arc familiar with forms
that take values in matrix algebras, for which the wedge product is an associative
but not. iinticommulativc operation. T'>us we should only require that * he
associative, Given a wedge product we ~n? almost ready to define most of the
usual operations or exterior calculus. What is lacking as yet is the notion of the
integral of a differential form. This is a linear r-nnrnher valued funrtion on farms
which satisfies:
At>

J A *!)-[

l)

j II* A

I QA = D .

Finally, wo should require that * and / are such that the abelian Chcrn-Sitnons
invariant / A * QA is the free string action < /l|t?[/t > that we constructed
above.
If wc can define such a product and integral then we can repeat many of
the usual constructions or Yang-Mills theory. Define gauge transformations of a
1 form A by:
6A ••= Qi + A • r

f•A

Then the Held strength:
F - QA

T

A« A

transforms eovariantly:
6F _ Ft

-i*F

(

and we can make various &;iugc invariant objects by integrating products of F
and A to make Chcrn-Simons invariants. Usually one can only form a single
Chcin-Simona invariant fur a given dimension. The same will be true here if we
insist that the integral operation carries a fixed ghost number. In particular, if
WC want the integral of A * QA to be nonzero, the integral must vanish unless its
integrand carries ghost number 3/2. With this restriction wc are led to a unique
gauge- invariant action:
S{A)

I A • QA + 2/3/1 o A* A

Noll! llinl it is automatically trilincar, as expected for a siring theory. The field
equation which follows from 3(A) is F = 0. It is thus an intcgr&bility condition,
and raises the exciting possibility that string theory is a completely intcgrable
system, Witten
and Fricdan and Shcnker " have suggested this in. the context
or rather different considerations.
1
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1

The introduction or a product and integral in the space of string forms
thus offers us the possibility uT building an elegant and Unique interacting String
action. Witlcii has found explicit definitions of jf and * which obey the tufox
that we have outlined above. "' lie has argued that it gives the familiar three
point couplings «f the Vnncaianu inodel. Ciddings ""' has computed the four point
;in>[ililu(ju from Litis formalism, We du not have time here lo go into the details of
ihe construction, but will content ourselves with making some genera) comments
about in variance properties and uniqueness of Wittcn's definitions. (Recently
Ciddings, Marlinec and Willed'"' have shown that the Pcynmnii rules of thin
theory generate the world sheet form of tho dual amplitudes to all Orders In till)
loop expansion.)
1

The dual Feymnan rules arc invariant under rcparametrizations or the
string world sheet. In actual compulations one must choose a gauge, but even the
gauge fixed Feynman rules arc invariant under conformul transformations. One
might have expected the siring field theory action to be conformally invariant.
This is indeed the cafe for the kinetic energy term that we have constructed,
since the BUST charge commutes with all the conforms! generators, However,
the interaction term of Witten's action does not have rul) conformal invarlHiice,
I believe that this was inevitable and that any string field theory will have thlh
problem. The world sheet diagram for an elementary open String interaction tu
shown in figure I. Any description of Lhis interaction in terms of an aefiol: for
fields which are functionals of X(o), must make a cut along the world sheet to
identify the surface on which the strings interact (assuming that the Interaction
is local). Wilton's cut is shown in figure 2. This identification obviously violate!"
confnrmal in variance.

'.v

i
Fig. l. The world sheet for
3-string scattering.

.•-"'

I

Tig. 2. The cut across the world s!l«ot
that defines Wittcn's interaction

More formally, consider any action defined in t«rms of a * product and
an integral. The free action is conformally invariant by itanlf, so the interaction
term must be as well. The only apparent way to enforce this ifl to insist that
the conj'ormal generators L„ be derivations of the * algebra and that J L A • U
for ail A. The integral is a linear functional on the space of string states and
n

2(1

thus can be represented as the scalar product with some stale |/). I must be a
State of ghost number '3/2, and if the action is conrormally invariant it must be
annihilated by all the conform*! generators. In particular, it must be annihilated
by I<o. But there is only one state of ghost number - 3 / 2 which is annihilated
by LQ. It is the SLj invariant state |0), described in Section !. This state is
not annihilated by L„ with n < - 2 . Thus there is no state annihilated by all
the toiiformal generators. A given definition of / and * is characterized by the
subgroup of the conforms! group which leaved it invariant. The integral is defined
by a WIST invariant state 1 or ghost number-3/2. Thus \I) =• JO) t Q\B] where
(0} is the SL[2) invariant state. 1 is probably completely specified by the Virasoro
subalgebra which leaves it invariant. For example, if the subalgebra contains /<<>
then I is the SL(2) invariant state, 1 will now argue that with a few assumptions,
one can say the same about the product.
It is natural to assume that the Hilborl. space contains an identity clement
for the star product. We will call this I, using the same symbol as thai used for
the integral for reasons which will become obvious in a moment. By definition:
A* I= /, A- A
for any A. .Since Q and any symmetries of the action are (possibly graded) deriva
tions, they must annihilate the identity. It js also clear that the identity has ghost
number -3/2. If, as we conjectured above, the subalgebra of the ronformal alge
bra which annihilates I completely determine!! it, then the identity Hlate is the
state which defines the Integral. This would certainly be the case if the symmetry
of the action contains La.
With one more assumption, we can show that the symmetry group of the
action completely determines the * product. Any * product induces a correspon
dence between states and operators. The stale A corresponds to the operator A
defined hy
A{ti) - A> Ti.
Wc can write the state A as A(l), where I is the identity. If iht:r« were a unique
operator that created A when applied to I wc would he able to cotislrnri the
product operation uniquely from the state I. Kvery slate would be written as the
corresponding operator acting on 1, and the * product would just be the ordinary
operator product. Note that this definition is associative, and lias the right ghost
number properties. The integral is defined as above by the scalar product wilh I
The integral of a BUST exact form then vanishes. The two properties of Wilien's.
formal is T that arc not immediately apparent in this Formulation are the graded
commulalivity of the integral of AM) and the fan that Q is a graded derivation.
2!1

Or course, the relation A = A(l] for all states docs not completely dt-finc
tl«! operators A. We can only make progress by putting further restriction on
these operators. A natural restriction exists when I is the SL(2) invariant state.
In that case, if we require that A be the integral of a local density, then standard
results of con formal field theory ensure that there is indeed a unique connection
between states and operators. It is then fairly easy to prove the remaining Wilton
axioms. For example;
Q[A * B) - QAB(I)

-[Q,AB\(J)
A

= (|<?. J»]i B + (-l) A[Q,BU){I)

- Q(A) * n + ( - 1 ) ^ • Q{B)

)n this equation wc have used the Tact that if A is the local operator which crcntos
A from the SL(2) invariant vacuum then the local operator which creates Q(A)
is the commutator or antkammutntor of Q and A, according to whether A IK
bosonic or fcrmionic Using the operator product expansion one can also prjuvr
the graded commut&tivity ol" the integral or A*B.
1

Thus, in the cose where we choosi! the identity stall to he the SL(2) in
variant vacuum, there, seems to be a unique definition of * product and wAegtal
that satisfies Witteft's axioms. The Feynman rules for this formalism involve
SL(?) invariant expectation values of vertex operators and seem to be rather
directly related to the Koba-Nielscn formulas. (There arc some troublesome
points which 1 have not sorted out so 1 will not present the details here). Unfor
tunately, Wittcn's choice of identity is not the SL(2) invariant state. It is a stftle
annihilated by lh<? set of Virasoro generator:* which preserve A fixed time slid'
and preserve the midpoint of the string In thai slice. These are the generator."
A'n ~ l*n - ( l ) L - B - I believe that the uniqueness theorems that hold for tho
SLfi) case are also valid here, so that Wittcn'^ formalism is completely defined
by this invariancc group.
n

We seem the" to have a number of dilhrcnl gauge invariant actions for
string field theory. What is the relation between them, and do they give equiv
alent results for sratterint; amplitudes? ( can give only a partial answer to thin
question. Consider for delinitcncss, Wittcn's definition or the * produrt. I,el V
be a ronformal transformation which in no" an automorphism of * (e.g. e' '")
Now define
a

A*v

B-=V

*\V[A)*V{B\)

We must also define a new integral by

j A~ jv{A)
v
m

11 is ttasy t o verity that this is an associative produc i which satisfies all of Wittcn 's
axioms. Thus, for example, we can go from Witten's product lo one which is
invariant under a rcparamctrizations. This will define a different string field
theory action. Using the fact that a conformal transformation of an on shell
physical state is that same slate plus a BRST exact form, it is easy to show
that the S-matrices defined by these two actions are identical. Thus there is ;•
targe class of definitions of the * product which giv« an action different from
but physically equivalent to Witten's. An action based on the SL(2) invariant
state is not in this class. The symmetry subalgebra of Witlen's forrnalis.Ti is not
conjugate to the invariancc algebra of the SL(2) vacuum. Nonetheless 1 suspect
t h a t a manifestly SL? invariant formalism exists and is equivalent to Witten's.
Recently, (biddings and Martincc'* ' have described Lhe connection be
tween string held theory actions and triangularizations of Itiemann surfaces.
They also find that there should be a multitude of equivalent string field theory
actions. It would be extremely interesting to relate the present discussion to
theirs, for we seem to have an algebraic (according lo invariance group) clas
sification of possible actions whereas their classification is geometrical. Clearly
Loth presentations are incomplete and much work remains to be done.
Although many of the details are cloudy, it seems clear that an elegant
gauge invariant formulation of open string Acid theory exists. How should it be
extended to the case of closed strings? We have seen already, that even free closed
string field theory is not in the best of shape. A question of great importance,
is whether we need to introduce separate closed string fields or whether closed
strings are somehow already contained in the formalism at hand. Remember
t h a t closed string intermediate states automatically appear in the notarization
of covariant open string amplitudes. * In the light cone gauge, where closed
strings are needed Tor covariance rather than uniturity, a separate dosed string
fiold is certainly needed. However, Wilten has argued t h a t the loop diagrams of
his open string held theory already contain closed string contributions. He has
made a beautiful proposal which suggests why this comes about.
T

Let us notice that the field equations or Wittcn's action can be rewritten
in an interesting way by using the operators A described above. It is easy to
verify that the vanishing of the field strength is equivalent to the statement that:
d

(V • A?
d [H)
A

_ A * 11

- 0.
A

( ]) "n

*A

or in other words that Q + d^ is itself a M I S T operator. This is a realiza
tion of the suggestion of Friedan'" that the equations of string field theory
are the requirement t h a i the background classical field define a 1wo dimensional

11

(•(informal field theory with the right value of the central charge. Closed s t r i n g
lit very nicely into this framework. VVe have emphasized repeatedly that everyihing in our formalism goes through fi>r any field theory of the jc? field which is
((informally invariant. Thus different consistent background space time geome
tries arc equivalent to different choices of Q in the above formalism. Solutions of
lite open string equations correspond to different BUST operators which differ
only by an inner derivation of the * algebra. Dilfcrent consistent space time
geometries (which we suspect correspond to different classical solutions of closed
.string field theory) correspond to DRST generators whose difference is not an
inner derivation. Thus, according io Witten, wc should think of a general state
of the system of closed plus open strings as a general graded derivation of ll»:
' algebra. The classical equation of motion of this system is just Q = 0. In
order to complete this program we must find an action from which this equation
follows and a suitable parairtetrization of the set of all derivations. ] refer the
reader to Wilton's paper Tor further discussion.
2

7.

CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that string field theory is still in a state of flux. The beautiful
results obtained by Witten have pointed the way to a Tull understanding of the
underlying structure of strings, bwt much work remains to be done. I believe
thai a proper understanding of all possible (equivalent?) realizations of Witten'«
axioms is necessary in order to make a clean connection with the dual Feynman
rules and Hiemann surfaces. T h e details of Witten's outline for closed string
field theory must be filled in, in particular one must find an action and a useful
parametrization of the space of all derivations of the * algebra. Wittert has
generalized his open string field theory to the superstring but the hetcrotic string
still looks like a sport of nature. The ugly duckling has yet to be recognized as
a swan. We must clearly find a bettor framework for describing it.
There remain many other obscure points and open problems. We must
gain a much better understanding of the nature of the cosmological constant in
string theory. We must find a Uamillonian formulation of string theory analogous
to the Wheeler-DeWitt formulation of quantum gravity. We must understand the
"Wave Function of the Universe" and the tunneling processes between different
classical vacua of string theory. Wc must find out whether we can attack the
parts of string theory relevant to low energy physics by weak coupling a n d / o r
"effective field theory" techniques or whether there are some low energy questions
which have "essentially stringy" answers. Most important of all, we must find
some way to subject siring theory to experimental tests, at leiisi by calculating
the parameters in an effective field tfieory which describes accessible physics.
The developments in string field theory over the past year have made it seem
that the answers to these questions may not lie asymptotically far in the future.
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